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with an almost overdisciplined-but
chapter by Gastaut and others on non-e]
phenomena.
The remainder of the volume is largely

a number of studies of sleep in epileptics
are essentially laboratory reports of intere
of epilepsy rather than to the general
chapter reviews briefly the few publicati
mental illness and goes on to give th
experience in a number of patients with v
states.

This is a book which can be recommen
those whose main interest is in clinical n
but also to anyone who has an interest
which he spends a great part of his life.

NEUROSCIENCES RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM SUL
(An anthology of work session rep
Neurosciences Research Program Bull
F. 0. Schmitt and T. Melnechuk. 1
$7.50.) Cambridge, Mass. and London
Institute of Technology Press. 1966.

This volume of symposium summaries
described as an 'interdisciplinary comi
contains concise, highly specialized repor
in biophysics, chemistry, neuroanatomy, I
psychology on current thinking and
relation to the functions of the central ner
A wide range of topics is covered, rangin

observations on cell structure and meta
cussions of the relevance of mathemati
computer simulation techniques for probl4
and information processing.

This succinct form of reporting is partic
for the specialist who wishes to keep abre
ments in the neurosciences. It provides
appraisal of current theories and origin;
for future experimental enquiry.

LEHRBUCH DER NEUROLOGIE 2nd ed. By n
(Pp. xvi + 776; 266 figures. DM.7
Georg Thieme Verlag. 1966.

This textbook is beautifully bound and
superbly illustrated; as a book it is a thinl
a textbook it is logically though traditiona
with successive accounts of individual ne
orders following upon the usual introdu
These early chapters deal with such top
taking and examination, principles of
ancillary investigations; there are also full
upon 'syndromes' of motor weakness, si
ment, spinal cord disorders, disorders of
extrapyramidal and cerebellar systems
pathology, autonomic disorders, and the
lack of familiarity with the language mad(
this reviewer to appreciate delicate nuanc
or to assess the book's literary merits, it
both comprehensive and clear, and to comr
with some of the comparable medium-siz
English language. It should find favour

very useful-
pileptic episodic

concerned with
;, most of which
,st to the student
reader. A final
ions on sleep in
.e authors' own

speaking physicians and neurologists though it is plainly
too weighty for the undergraduate. A short but well-
selected bibliography is given at the end of the volume
and is divided into sections, each referring to individual
parts of the text. Not unnaturally, references to the
German literature predominate but some leading works
in the American, British, and French sources are included.
There is a very complete index.

Tarious delirious PATHOLOGY OF THE SPINAL CORD By J. Trevor Hughes.
(Pp. ix + 196; 60 figures. 40s.) London: Lloyd-Luke

ded not only to (Medical Books) Ltd. 1966.
ieurophysiology This short textbook aims to provide a concise descriptive
in the state in account of spinal cord pathology for neurologists,

neurosurgeons, and others who care for paraplegic
M. V. DRIVER patients. These readers will find this a helpful work.

Space is given to the commoner disorders, and especially
4MARIES VOl. 1. to those fields in which the author has made original
3orts from the contributions. Other subjects are touched on with
orts) frEodmtbhe copious references. They may find it frustrating to read
(i.) Ee Y statements such as 'the controversy about nomenclature
(Pp. xx + 570 and the separation into two types . . . has been admirably
Massachusetts reviewed by. . .' without any indication of the nature of

the controversy or the conclusion of the reviewers.
has been aptly Some guidance on the differential diagnosis of motor

s fromuni xpe.ts neurone disease would be useful, and carcinomatous
ts from experts myelopathy should find a place. Spinal cord injury is well
physiologyn and covered, but there is no account of Schneider's central
experiment nm cervical cord injury. Hydatid disease is discussed on
ig from detailed page 88 but the heading has been omitted and there is
gfolism tdiasle no reference to it in the index.
bolism to dis- The book is unlikely to meet the needs of the general
cal theory and pathologist trying to identify an unfamiliar disease of the
ems of memory spinal cord, and will not satisfy the neuropathologist,
:ularly valuable but the selection is, on the whole, judicious for the reader-

Sulaly aluble ship aimed at.
!ast of develop- ship.aimedSat.. ~~~~~~~~~~~J.A. SIMPSONboth a critical
al speculations

SPEECH DISORDERS: APHASIA, APRAXIA AND AGNOSIA 2nd
ed. By Lord Brain. (Pp. 201; 25 figures. 47s. 6d.)
London: Butterworths. 1965.

Wemer Scheid. This new and slightly enlarged edition of Lord Brain's
9.-) Stuttgart: admirable little book will be welcomed by all interested

in aphasia and kindred disorders. The main changes
produced and comprise a new chapter on current views on aphasia,
g of beauty. As which provides a useful survey of the ideas of Bay, Luria,
ily constructed and others all too little known in Great Britain, and an
-urological dis- expansion of the chapter on handedness and cerebral
ctory chapters. dominance to take account of important recent studies,
ics as history- in particular those utilizing the technique of intracarotid
diagnosis and injection of sodium amytal. The chapter on language
Icommentaries and speech disorders in children has been re-written;
ensory impair- developmental dyslexia, for instance, now receives more
speech, of the adequate coverage. Unfortunately, little attempt has been

of psycho- made to bring the chapters on agnosia and apraxia more
like. Although fully up to date or to indicate lines along which the study
e it difficult for of these disorders might profitably be taken. One or two
-es of meaning small errors in the first edition, e.g., Malaas for Morlaas,
appears to be remain uncorrected.
)are favourably It has been said of the study of aphasia that never in
zed text in the the history of medical endeavour have so many words
with German- been written about so few. It is to Lord Brain's eternal
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